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··) Jargoining .ends
.
tentative contract
settlement reached
-

by Robert J . Kosinski
A tentative two-year contract settlement has been
reached between bargaining
teams of the American Feclera-

tion of Teachers local 3500 and
the Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universi- '
ties last M&>nday. The contract
is expected to be signecl by

December 1 after the Federation makes an official recommendation on a ratification of
the provisions.
Included in the agreement
will be a $100 increase in the
~~, . . ~. . .J s
$ 0
nthl
salary addition in the event of
promotion and a $50 monthly
salary increase for those
receiving a PhD degree or its

.

equivalent. A minimum salary
criterion would be established
according to rank, degree and
years of service with the
institution.
Other provisions in the
·ontract will he gr, impr'>ved
ratio of sabbatical leaves with
a one term leave at full pay
and half pay for two terms; a
more rapid accumulation of

accrued sick leave and the
right of a teacher to inspect
and comment on information
in his·own personnel files.
A grievance procedure involving arbitration by a neutral third party has been
developed in the event of
contract or policy violations.
The tentative contract is the
product of months of collective bargaining negotiations between the AFT and the BOG.
All parties involved were
happy that a solution could
come about without the threatened strike.
The five schools under the
jurisdiction of the Board of
Governor'3 of State Colleges
and Universities are Northeastern, Chicago State, Governors State, Western and
Eastern.

Firoozi dead at 44
Professor Ferry~oon

Firoozi. [Yearbook Photo J

by Robert J. Kosinski
Ferydoon Firoozi, chairman.
of the Economics Department,
died on the evening of. October
27 of a massive heart attack.
He was forty-four.

Israel's Shamir tells .UNI crowd
of Mideast problems
ever, the Arabs only agreed to question and answer period. In
by Siddy Ziegler
negotiate by sending the reply to one question asked,
On Tuesday November 1, in
representative of one country . . Shamir stated that a great
S-101, Nahum Shamir, the
Shamir believes that this could number of Arabs live in Israel
Consul General of Israel spoke
not lead to a total settlement as peaceful citizens. The
to the students of Northeastern University. His discussion because each Arab country friction does not lie between
presents a different problem.
mainly covered Israeli politics
the Israelis and the Arabs
The main demands on the personally, but between the
of the past and the present.
parts of the Arabs are 1.) The policies set forth by the Arab
Shamir brought out the many
Israeli's should return the land government. Shamir enlightproblems Israel has with its
Arab · neighbors. He spoke of they won in the '67 war. 2.) ened his audience on many
Israel should allow the 6,000 aspects of the state of Israel.
the six day war in 1967 and
refugees that fled from there to
the Yorn Kippur war in 1973.
To further discuss Israel,
re-enter. 3.) To divide Jerusa- Students for Israel will present
He also discussed the PLO,
the so-called Palestine Libera- lem. The Israelis ask for little a three part series on current
·tion Organization. He stated from the Arabs. They want all situations in the Middle East.
that no sensible negotiations form · of military equipment Tuesday Nov. 15, there will be
can be undertaken with them, removed from the Golan a speaker on the topic of
as their main purpose is really · heights so they can live in "Israel and the Palestinians, "
only the total destruction of peace. As soon as the Arabs Tuesday Nov. 22, the topic will
fully agree to the Geneval be "Jewish people in the land
Israel.
A widely discussed topic Conference these ideas will be . of Israel," and Thursday Dec.
was also the coming up of the discussed. Israel is just wait1, the discussion will be on·
Geneva Conference. The Is- ing for the Arabs' acceptance "Peace and War in the Middle
raeli's would like all Arab of the conference. After Sha- East." All sessions will meet
countries to be pr~sent, how- mir' s speech there was a short at 1 :00 in CC 215.

Born in Ir!in, Firoozi began
his Northeastern Illinois University career in 1966 as an
assistant professor of Economics. He was appointed to
Professor status in 1974.
His teaching career began
on the high school level in
Tooserkan, Iran in 1951 from
which he elevated to the
position of registrar at Tehran
University and Area Studies
Director for the Peace Corps in
the summer of 1966. ·
Noted for his involvement in
university affairs and his
advocacy of student rights,
Firoozi was a member of the
C~llege Budgetary Committee,
the Accreditation Committee

of the Arts and Sciences from
the Council of Chairpersons
and the University Educational Policies Council.
· Firoozi received a Bachelor
of Arts degree from Tehran
University, a Masters of Arts
degree from Temple University
arid Masters and Doctor of
Philosophy Degrees from
Dropsie University.
He has published two books,
Economic Conditions of Iran
and The United States Economic Aid to Iran : 1950-1960,
and numerous articles and
papers.
Firoozi is survived by his
wife Taranah (M.D.) and two
children.

Today, November
4, is the last day
ol Advance
Registration
lor the Winter
trimester
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l
cashier's
ollice
Dear Ms. Pelser,
This is in reference to the
letter written in the 10/21/77
issue of the Print:
Having worked in the
Cashier's Office for 2 years, I
am well qualified to come .to
the defense of the poor
sweared upon, spit upon, and
yelled at cashiers.
Thank God I don't work
there anymore. Not because of
· the people in the. Business
Office - because you'll find
none better; but because of
idiots like you.
You even had the nerve to
admit that it wasn't the first
time you lost your bill. Well it
isn't the job of the Cashier's
Office to teach college students
responsibility and such fundamentals as learning to read
and write. So next time your
expected to, act responsible,
don't blame the Cashier ' s
Office because you don't know
how. Blame the person who
raised you.
Sue Sargis

1nore
cashier's
.ollice

....

·AN OPEN LETTER TO
MARIE PELSER AND ALL
N.I.U. STUDENTS:
In reply to your letter in the
10/ 21/77 issue of the Print.
You neglected to include a few
vital facts in that letter. First
of all that there was a long line
of students who were waiting
to pay their tuition bill for the
fall trimester. When a 'student
pays their bill they are given a
validated statement of their
payment, and they are told to

We are opening °"r

4, Nov., 1977

11-

Finally it came to the point
vacancies which now exist.
at the last meeting where
Sincerely yours,
Jacobo read a statement which
Frank Monteleone
said that he was going to run
_
· J_ ,t.heicopu:ni ttee his f .~ or(e\~~•j, jEJ}IJ'PIJ'S' l'lQTE: An article
'< lnll tha~ 1 t).y iltack on him
labeled "commentary" in any
' ' was an attack o'h the whole edition of the Print, could not
student body. About as ridicu- be advertised as consisting of
_ lous a statment that I've ever any other opinion -besides that
hold on to that statement
the former chairman of that
, of the author. Though the
because we will not have the
committee, Jacobo Szapiro, by heard.
The
committee
was
at
an
ideas of the Editor of this
time to-be looking them up on
other members of that commitimpasse.
I
moved
that
Jacobo
publication may not always be
our equipment at a later date.
tee.
It's not our fault if you are not
I am a student representa· be removed as chairman not popular, it is important that a
responsible enough to hold on
tive serving on this committee because of any bias against reader trusts that those opinstudents ·(after all, I am one) ions are not poorly based.
to your bill. If every student
and I feel the other side of the
but
rather so that the
It seems that the author of
expected the special treatment
story sho~ld be told.
that you think you are entitled
I don't want to go into a committee could proceed with - the previous letter, a student
to there would be chaos in our
point by point analysis of your the business of selecting a new member of the Search and
department.
commentary because it would Financial Aid Director, which Screen Committee for Director
Regardless of this we still
serve little purpose. Suffice it once again had been pushed to of Financial Aid and an
the background. The motion employee of the Financial Aid
consented to go back on our
to say that your source of
passed.
Jacobo then got up Office takes exception with the
records machines and look it
information on the subject
and left the meeting saying commentary in question be•
up for you, but you were
must have been Jacobo Szathat he would resign from the cause the opinions expressed
politely asked to please wait
piro himself. Hardly an uncommittee and take up the do not represent his own. The
until we could take care of the
biased viewpoint wouldn't you
matter of removing all ,student issues involved are, the rights
students who were first paying
say?
representation from the com- of a committee chairman,
their bills. It was at this point
The main point you make is
mittee
with the senate (where student representative, and
that you began to yell and
that Jacobo was descriminated
it
is
now
pending).
bias.
swear at all of the cashiers.
against and restricted in
What
all
this
comes
down
to
To put it bluntly, the duf{e~
The head of this department
carrying out his duties as
is
a
case
of
Jacobo
trying
to
of
a chairman, as parliamen•
had to come in and try to calm
chairman because he . is a
get
even
because
his
ego
was
tary
procedure indicates, is not .
you down but you still
student.
bruised. If he succeeds I feel it to be a "servant" to the
persisted in carrying on.
If the committee has this
will be harmful to the student committee, but rather to
If you would stop and ~~
built-in bias against students
interest because the office of assure that the goals and
for just one moment,_ you
serving on these committees
Financial Aid is vital to many assignments are accomplished
would realize that there are
how do you explitln the fact
of
the students here at in the most efficient manner.
only three cashiers in this
that Jacobo ·was elected chairNortheastern and the students Two out of. the three student
office and we have to try and
man of the committee in the
should be represented on this representatives felt that this
satisfy several thousand stufirst place?
committee.
was being done. Two out of the
dents. You are responsible for
The fact is that Jacobo was
I have tried to serve the three student representatives
only yourself. You as students
not doing the job as chairman
students interests as a member resigned in protest over the
should make it your business
of the committee. He would
of
this committee. At no time treatment which the committo know what is going on in
take unilateral action in the
have -I felt any bias toward tee afforded its chairman. Two
the school concerning billing
name of the committee without
any students serving on this out of the three student
procedures an'd be responsible
the committee's knowledge, let
committee.
representatives- are not em•
enough to hold oi;i to your
alone their consent. A commitI
would
hope
the
senate
does
ployed by the Financial Aid
reciepts. ·
tee is a body and any action
not bow -to the wishes of one Office. Bias is in. the eye of the
Sincerely,
taken in the name of that body
person's personal campaign to beholder and two out of three
Cashiers Office
must be first approved by the
discredit this committee by · is m~jority rule according to
committee. The chairman of
removing the student repre- any parliamentary rules.
Don Harper
the committee has no author•
sentation, but rather selects Kosinski .
Ida Holtzman
ity outside the committee
two students to fill the
unless the committee grants it
to him. According to parliaPRINT, the officially recognized _student newspaper
mentary procedure a .chairman
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
is the servant of the committee
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
not its ruler despite what
:the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
Ja1!obo thinks:*''·' '~ ' --~··- '
to be confused with views expressed by ~!-:.e university
As a result ·of these actions .
administration. -.
.
.
Dear Mr. Kosinsk,i, ·
' · · too much of .the · committee's
The editors have sole ·authority· governing all material
I am writing' i~ l esponse ~ . time was taken up in· arguing
submitted and.· reserve the right to edit copy . . Editing
your commentary on the. about the propriety of the
implies that editors need. not accept all submitted material.
Search and Screen Committee chairman's actions and little
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
for a Financial Aid Director, was being devoted to the main
. Deadline for submit!Jng material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
•' and in particula~: ·your' discu~- task at ha~d, that of selecting
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be. typed. ,
sion on the mistreatme!}t of a Financial Aid Director.
Late copy or material that does not conform to : the

one•
sided?

house to you

THE

Chinese Buffet'
Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Oriental Delights
lunch $2. 79 dinner $4.25 ·
All You Can Eat!
New Hours:

Monday thru Friday ·
.
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
.Saturday & Sunday
·
Lunch 11:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 !').m. • 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LlrtC•N ·. , e ~3i4■5252

standards set forth under Print publicatio'n' policy 'rill l>Pi 1
' handled accordil}gly by the editors. The editors will publis}j;i
at t heir discretion, any Jette.rs to . the,~. egito,r,,
anno~ncements, . articles, photos, advertisinp, cir , <.>Jhe~11, "!
submitted material.
_
.,
,
,. .,
Readers are encouraged, to submit letters',to th~ editor.,...
Um1igned letters will not be published, but names will be
·withheld and remai.n confidential upon requ~st, Obscenities
are ·discouraged.
·: .. ~.:-: .....
The Office of Print is open daily and is 'located in room
E-049, nortli ·of the cafeteria. Our teieplione· .number is
583,4050; extensions 508 · and · 509. Aft~r' ~:00 PM . or ..
after the switchboard is closed, call ·d irect 58°3:4065.
.
.'
. ,..
., '

l.

Editor-in-ChieL-.......... .... .... ;...... ..... ,........ Robert J. Kosinsld ·
Associate Editor .... ....... .. ...... ....... .. .......... Diana L. Saunders
· Business Manager ...... :.:.. ..... ... .. .. .. .... ...... Mitchell S. Braun
Sports Editor ............................. ,.. .... ....... .. .. ,. ...... John Stepal . _'
' .Photo Editor ... :.. ..... .... :... :.i:..............:.. ;,:.......... Cindy Hagerty ,

STAFF: . Larry Brit:tan, J1;irome V: Brown, Kathy Brozek,
- Duane C~rny, Tom Grossmayer, Sue Lamb, Ross
Helfand, Rich Michal,. Dan Pearson, Siddy Ziegler .
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Rena Fellner, James Gross, Ann
... F, Holda, Dolora ·Jung, Bill San'ford.
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comment~ry

"We shall never be able to
remove suspicion and fear as
potential causes of war · until
communication is permitted to
flow, free and open, across
international boundaries."
- Harry S. Truman
by Robert J. Kosinski
I was told by one faculty
member last week, as the

smoke from the collective
bargaining negotiations began
to clear away, that I should be
gratifi~ that, in this day and
age, students are gaining more
and more rights. .
It has always appeared to
me that rights are not
something that you gain, but,
rather, so~ething you have.

.'Sexism in language'
.

1

I

,

.

a Brown Ba.g topic

Last Tuesday, students
came before the University
Senate in the hopes of having
an amendment to the University Constitution adopted
which would allow full student
participation on each university council except APTS.
It could have been my
imagination, but the proposal
seemed to be well accepted by
those in attendance. This was
a surpri~e .
What was not a surprise,
was the opinion expressed by
English Professor -Robert
Paine. What Paine thought,
essentially, was that faculty
had the responsibility of
devising academic policy and
any infiltration by students
would stifle those efforts.
The statement depressed me
immensely, not merely because
it was made, but because it
made me wonder about the
number of teachers who may
share this opinion.
It's upsetting that there · is
at least one faculty member at .
Northeastern who feels students have nothing to contribute toward their educational
processes.
·How · can a' teacher'
.
attempt to lead a class
discussion when, in reality, he
feels that his students have
nothing to say? One could say
that it's hypocrisy, but I
won't?

Rebecca Moskowitz. [Photo by Jim Gross J

Morale proposal wins
,a ward for UNI
· employee
'

-

Rebecca Moskowitz' proposher proposal, " I am convinced
al for improving employee
that in order for any educamorale at Northeastern Illinois
tional facility to operate at its
'by Joan Terek
called
"girls''
but
men
are
not
.} University, and by extension
maximum efficiency it is
Sexism in Language was the correspondingly
termed
at the other Board of Governessential that each and every
ti.pjf of the October 25 Brown " boys". (Example, · "A man
ors '· (BOG) universities, won
employee feels he/she is an
Bag Seminar at Northeastern,
wants a girl who . . . " ) Some
her a management improve- ' important part of the total
sp~nsored by the Women ' s
expressions can imply that to
ment project award from the
picture."
Studies Program. Sarah Hoagbe a woman is not to be
Board of Governors in recent
Mrs. Moskowitz has worked
land of the Philosophy Departcompetitio·n.
at UNI since 1970, first in the
pien t leq the discussion. "straight as a man " or " a man
President Ronald . Williams
campus planning office, comHoagland is currently teaching among men"; then there is the
presented Mrs. Moskowitz, a
ing to her present position in
Sexism and tl}e Philosophy of expression "come out · and
psychology department secre1975. She received both her
Language at UNI.
fight like a man " (like a
tary·, with the certificate of
bachelor's degree in speech
woman?); and the false impliSarah Hoagland began with
award, 6ctober 27, in his
and English literature in 1973
cation of the phrase "old
examples of words and definioffice. The presentation was
as one of the second group of
maids are like unclaimed
tions from Webster's Diction- treasures' '. · (unclaimed by
followed by a surprise recepUniversity Without Walls
ary. Th!) word feminine, ·for
tion· i:ri the president's confer(UWW) degree candidates.
whom?). Or this putdown:
example, is defined as having
ence room.
The following year she· requalities regarded as charac- "Like a woman telling a ioke, .
Mrs.
Moskowitz'
winning
ceived
a master's degree in
teristic of women and girls, as . . gives the punchline and
proposal
was
two-part
prospeech
and
performing arts.
gentleness, weakness, delicacy, asks us to be patient while she
gram. The first part suggested
Asked if she took advantage
fills
in
...
"
(Women
don't
tell
modesty, etc., while masculine
an independent study to
of the civil servant's "fringe
is defined as having qualities jokes well?) In speaking,
determine
the
existence
and
benefit" tuition, she replied
Dr. Paine is a victim of causes of lower ed morale
regarded as characteristic of people often make unflattering
t hat the opportunity to take
men and boys, - as strength, assumptions about the nature
tradition, and, what's more, among employees using methuniversity work tuition free
of
women:
for
example,
"
...
· vigor, boldness, etc.; manly,
he's done something that a ods employed by social psywas "one of the reasons I took
faculty member should never
virile (which women are not?). high fashion is only of interest
chologists
and
business
manthe job."
to women with not much on ' do. He forgot what it's like to
ageinent. The second part,
Currently, Mrs. Moskowitz
The word womanly is defined their minds"; and the phrase,
pe a student.
,
based on the observation that is teaching a 300-level psychoas like a woman, womanish, "She only wants a man."
The students are not asking
low morale often is the result l_o gy course at UNI in
characteristic of or fit for a ·
for control, they are asking for
woman, womanlike; while
of
poor communicatio.n among interpersonal relations, psyUnlike' Spanish a,n d French, · the opportunity to help faculty
manly is defined as having the the English language does not
the vario~ echelons of the cho-drama, and role playing. .
in trying to develop Northeast•
school ~administration, pro- She · also teaches a course .
qualities generally regarded as make a point of rigidly
ern into a much better
those that a man should have; defining nouns as masculine
posed a series of workshops called "Creative Dramatics for
educational institution. That's
virile, strong, brave, resolute, and feminine, however, certain
an end which will take more covering skills-training, orien• the Fun of It" for the Mini-U.
honorable, fit for a man, words are often referred to as
tation of new employees, and Her major hobby is writing
than one set of minds.
masculine (so what exactly is feminine or masculine in
interpersonal relations.
plays. She · is, she says, an
"womanly" - the opposite of
Mrs. Moskowitz writes in amateur playwright.
English. The sun is generally
"manly"?).
masculine (initiating, energet- , 1? %off .year round discount card 101/.off year round discount card 1o%year round dlsc~u ,
ic, strong), while the . moon is
She quoted usage in langfeminine (soft,. receiving rather •
uage, for example, "She
than generating energy). Ship,
seemed softer . . . more
,
country,
city are usually
ft,mme and compliant" (soft
0
~
~·In
honor
of
the
opening
of
your
Uncle
Dan's
Army-Navy
Surplus:
feminine (receivent rather than 0
~d compliant being therefore
~
doers); time is masculine - 'Center, you are now entitled to a 10% discount year ·round 0
synonymous or similar to
(relentlessly moving on), whil 1! with this card and valid student 1.0. Just clip it out and put it in your ·
feminine - is feminine NOT
the
pronoun she is used with
firm and resolute?).
3 wallet. Anytime you need camping goods, outerwear, jeans, tops :
the more passive words church .
al'.'d much, much more, stop in at any of. your Uncle Oan'.s 3
virtue.
The word mankind and
o
locations.
c:
similar generic (referring to .all
V
:,
•
Q .
Much sex-role stereotyping
people, or an unspecified
~
/
·a.
individual) terms are sexist, as is perpetuated and created
'V
is use of the pronoun he when within language. For example,
C
0:I
referring to all of us, because it many people assume that a
c.
:,·
often ends up defining only man is depressed by work
'
"masculine" roles. An example pressures whereas_a woman is
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
depressed because of "menstrual tension."
10 Acldresa._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..:._ _ _ _ _ _ __ 0
of correct but sexist grammar
' is the sentence: Anyone who
'#'
Hoagland proceeded to anaSchool
wants to can get his abortion lyze .a book by Ursula LeGuin, #.
o.
----------------------~--'----- 0
in Mexico? (Anyone?) Even
Left Hand of Darkness. The
the word people is sometimes book is science fiction and 1! I.D.No. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -c.
used to refer only to • men
LeGuin is supposedly a feminThis · entitles the bearer to 10% oft with student I.D. Not val~d on sar. ..
although in theory it refers to
ist, but Hoagland thinks that
§
.
!fterchandlse
. . Not transferabl.-.
both men and women.
her philosophy of language is
0
:,
v
2440N. Lincoln, 477-191811919
"sexist, mostly because of her
The practice of referring to
•
A.
theory that words are only a
men and girls in the same
~
3350 ~. Bryn Mawr, 588-9190
•
reference for an object; it
sentence is also a putdown to
3934W. Dempster, Skokie, 679-95n
g
:,
.
•
.
•C
women. Women of all ages are·
(cont'd on page 5)
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·Are you interested in travel, work, or study opportunities in
Israel? Shmuel Dietel, representative from the American Zionist
Youth Foundation, viill be on campus with information on
programs in Israel on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER- 8 from 12:00 ·
2:00 in the V_illage Square. Sponsored by Students for Israel.
·

. Don't miss CCAB's 4th Annual TALENT SHOW Nov. 10 at
7:30 in the Audit.orium. This year's winners will be entered into
the regional competition representing Northeastern. Admission if
free to UNI students and !2.00 for non-students.

Concert
schedule
set

WOMEN IN NON-TRADITIONAL CAREERS: GEOGRAPHY, the Brown Bag Seminar originally scheduled for
November 8 at 1 PM, has been_ changed to · November 15,
Tuesday at 1 PM. Guest speaker for the seminar will be Jane
Ratcliffe, formerly of the Geography Department at DePaul
University, now working with Loyola University. Dr. Ratcliffe
has traveled extensively in Latin America and has used her
training in geography to build an interesting . career which
includes planning and leading educational trips to Latin,America
for students and others. The Seminar will be held in CC216 .
Refreshments will be served. Everyode is welcome. Any
questions, call Women's Studies, x423.

The Northeastern
Illinois University department
of . music .has scheduled the
THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will have a business meeting' on
following concerts during . the
.Tuesday, November 8 at 1:00 p.m. This is a very important
current term. Unless otherwise
meeting, all members who consider - themselves active should .
noted, there is no charge for
make an effort to attend. If you wish to attend but can not make
admission. Dates . may be
it, please leave a message in the Psychology department office,
subject to change. Call
GERMAN FOOD & DELICACIES, Stop by the German
room S313f ext 671. The meeting will be in room S325. See you
583-4050, extension 561 or 573,
Club's food and display tables on International Day, Thurs. Nov.
there.
for information.
17. GUTEN APPETIT.
, November 8, 1 p.m. StuDue to the FIRE at the NEWMAN CENTER ·some ongoing .
dent
recital. Recital Hall
Greek Student Association will be having a meeting Monday
programs will be cancelled till further notice. These ,programs will
A-131.
. .
Oct.
31
at
5:00
p.m.
in
Room
218.
All
members
and
those
still go on as planned:. "To Be or NOT to Be a Christia" Mondays
November
22, 1 p.m. Stustudents interested in joining $1'8 welcome to attend. Elections
1:30 PM CC 214 Mass in Campus Ministry office • Tuesdays,
dent
recital.
Recital Hall
will be held.
Wednesdays & Fridays at noon. "Jesus in the New Testament"•
A-131.
Saturday, Nov. 5 to be announced. For more info call the Campus
November 29, 1 p.m. StuNext meeting of the POLISH STUDENT ALLIANCE is on .
Ministry Office at Ext. 775 or stop by Rm. 0-007.
dent recital. Recital Hall
Thursday, November 10th, at 1 P.M. in CLS 2056. Take a look at
A-131.
our exhibit in the case by the Old Library now!
·
· FIFTH ANNUAL CIVIL SERVICE LUNCHEON. DECEM•
December 1 and 2, . 8
BER 13, 1977. TUESDAY. GOLDEN EAGLE ROOM. 11:30 and
.
p.m.
Opera Workshop proRabbi
~arc
Gellman,
Director
of
the
Hillel
Foundation
at
12:30 SEATING. PRICE OF LUNCHEON $3 .. 15. CONTACT
duction, "A Christmas Carol,"
Northwestern University, will speak on "The Threat of Nazism
ANNE PODOLSKY. EXT. 435.
by Dr. Ronald Combs, directToday" on Thursday, November 10 at 1:00 in CC215. He will
ing.
University auditorium.
discuss
the
recent
rise
of
neo-Nazism
and
what
is
being
done
to
THE FEMINIST CLUB is sponsoring the film ERA; War
Admission charge. .
deal
1
with
the
problem.
The
program
is
·
sponsored
by
KLAL
between the Women to be shown at 11 AM & 1 PM on Monday,
Dec_e m~r 4 ,Matinee perYISROEL.
.
-Nov. 7 in the Unicom.
formance
of Opera Workshop ·
THERE ARE VACANCIES ON THE FOLLOWING
production.
Call for time.
UNI RIGHT TO LIFE ORG. WILL HOLD IT'S NEXT COMMITTEES: Parking Appeals Board (I), Constitution
December 6, 1 p.m. PercusRevision (1 ), Evaluation Committee ( 1 ), Satellite Advisory
MEETING NOV. !O, THUR. 3-4 P .M. IN ROOM C.C. 218.
sion Ensem ble. University
Committee (1), Kaskaskia Program (2) and Advisory Committee
auditorium.
·
We are pleased to announce t_h at the program for the evening on Program Development (1 ).
December 6, 8 p.m. Uni(in addition to business) is titled "EMOTIONS IN OPERA."
versity Concert Choir, Kristina
THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE THE ROLE OF
DR. HUBERT DOLEZAL of the PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTFollrath, director. University
MENT will be our guest speaker and will be playing a number of ATHLETICS AT -N ORTHEASTERN needs three student
auditoriWI)..
members. All those interested should contact Jim Payette in the
arias from his private collection.
The meeting will take place at the home of one of our PSI CHI Student Governmrnt Office before November 7.
December 7, 8 p.m; Uniofficers. For more information please call or stop by the
versity
Wind Ensemble, Dr.
Psychology Office, Room S-313F, ext. 670.
THE STUDENT SENATE will hold its next meeting on
Edgar
Gangware,
director .
.Monday, November 7 at 7 p.m. in Room CC-216 of the Commuter
University auditorium.
"SKATEBOOGIE" IS COMING SOON!!!!!!!!!THE BLACK Center Building. All are invited to attend.
December 8, 1 p.m. Jazz
HERITAGE CLUB OF Northeastern is presenting a *student*
Ensemble,
Dr. Aaron Hom,
THE STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS COMMITTEE
*staff* and *faculty* SKATEBOOGIE AT THE FABULOUS .....
director.
University
auditor•meets
every
Tuesday
at
1
p.m.
in
Room
E-220.
Contact
Robert
ROLLERENA* 103RD at South CALUMET AVENUE*
ium.
MONDAY* NOVEMBER 21, 1977 From 9:00-1:00 am. Skate Kosinski in the Student Government Office at least one day prior
from 9:00 - Midnight, Then Boogie Til ·1:00 AM. FUN, FUN, to_each meeting for agenda placement.
,,. '
AND MORE FUN!!!!!! FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL JU3-4050 ext. 366.
: Ho-ilywood Bt.d · 49.95
Twin Matt & Box 58.00
A DEMONSTRATION of self-defense techniques for women
Full Matt & Box 68.00
will be given by the instructors of Chimera, Inc. and the
. : _Queen Matt & BoxlSS.00
instructors of the Sho Be Can Karate School Thursday,
,._ Folding Cot
49.95 Jt
November 10th at 2:00 in the Commuter Center, Rm. 216.
Jf, Pillows
. 1.90 Jt
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GEOLOGY FIELD TRIP: THE EARTH SCIENCE CLUB is
planning a field trip for one weekend in November to collect
trilobites, selenite, and barite. Cost will be minimal, for more
information come to ESC meetings, Thursdays, at 1:00 in S-120
or leave message for Ann at Ext. 737.
E .R.A. - an important controversial issue of our day! Come
and meet Phyllis Schlafly and Midge Miller and hear their sides
on this issue. This debate will be held on Nov. 8 at 1:00 in the
auditorium sponsored' by the CCAB Lecture Committee .
Admission is free.
On Nov. 8 at 7:30 in the Auditorium CCAB ROLL-~M FILMS
will present Barbara _Streisand and Robert Redford in " THE
WAY WE WERE ". Admission is free with UNI ID, and $2.00
for non-students.
This week COFFEEHAUS will feature an open mike with
special guest group "EHAD" performing authentic Hebrew
Christian music. COFFEEHAUS is open every Wednesday from
3:00 to 6:00 and free coffee , tea and munchies will be served.
Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 12: 00 UNICORN MATINEE
THEATER will present a Roman Polanski film " REPULSION".
Admission is free.
Chicago Com edy re tu rn s to Northeastern with the
" REIFICATION CO. " They'll be here Nov. 10 at 12 :00 in the
Auditorium. Admission is free.

: · A rnerican

:
*sz
· shop
· -:,*
:
eep
!• 4635
N. ~eclzie .
:
. 26'7'-2871> . . : >t-

,.,,,,,,,,

"ICELAND" a slide presentation and short · talk by Jan
Korbus of the Earth Science Department to be held on Thu~sday,
November 10 at 1:00 in S:120, refreshments will be served.

** ***************

EDEN ROCK

Nurses,
. Next year,

Satarclay, Nwe111her 12, 1977
at Loflla Unlferslly, Ra111ltler Roo111

· you could be on
a scholarship.

6S2S N· Sheri••• Roa•

An /!> ir Fo rce Ro,r.; ,·No : yec:.sc hoi a rs.h ip pays /O ut tu lti cn
and g ives you $ 1GO a rnorn h
all owance . Ar:d it oici\s u p the
tab for book-:- ·and lab fees .
as we ll .

prestle tleket1: *-2.S0
at the door: *-3.00

AU THE BEER II . . . '
·FREEi FREEi FREEi
'

:

J,

After co:i ege , yo u 'll rece ive a
commiss io n ir: the Air Force
go o n t o add itiona l,
s pecia lize d tr aini ng
as
you get your start as an Air
Forc e off icer . The re'll be
good pay and responsib ili ty,
and lots of other be nefits .
and a great o p portunity to
ser ve your coun tr y.

'

. y
,

..

f son~~ I
OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAREL
Be tterJunwr&.Ms. Cwth-, For L ess Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT

~:~;.'.~~~~~o

Sunday, 12:00--5:00

SAVINGS
·

UP

TO

?So/cO

, 331 1 W. BRYN MAWR
{l \rt Blocks from Northeastetnl

,

OPEN TO THE
. PUBLIC .

OFF iHE
SUGGESTED
RETAIL·PRICE

539-1450

,

,

It all starts right her e - in
college - in the Air Force
ROTC
Call: Capt . Charles D enonn ·

312-567-352 5

Air Force ROTC
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Legal-minded could
find home in Criminal
Justice Program
f.

\l'l.'~ ~.i ),;t!:~.•T :•
dml ~- Poc&aza , ,

Have you ever entertained
the thought of a career in
Criminal Law or Counseling?
If so, enrollment in · UNl's
Criminal Justice Program may
be just the avenue to pursue.
What is the Criminal Justice
Program? It is an educational
program geared towards involving and serving minoritycommunity groups and serving
the special needs of women in
Law and . Counseljng-related
community problems. It at. t ~mpts to educate ;and sensitize people to th~ n~ds of their
communities. What this program hopes to achieve, now
and in the future, is exemplified by the life of Patrick
Warnock. Patrick Warnock, a
:p~'iit inmate of Pontiac prison,
•~ifs a ,juveqile, drug-abuse,
~ x-.o ff e!I d er f rom th e W es t

~ ~~

l i';'",,;· }t~)

:j -..•'l (: f'"n

Town area. He .'o ecame a maJOr
staff member of the Gateway
House, a program for ex-drug
users , and worked in the
Downey Veterans Hospital
Drug Program. While enrolled
in UNl's University Without
Walls program, he served as a
lecturer and co-teacher in
campus criminal justice .cours·
es. Last year, an auto accident
claimed the life of this
dedicated humanitarian. In his
honor, a scholarship was
initiated, subsidized in part by
ex-offenders and co-workers in
drug-related prorgrams. The
Patrick Warnock Memorial
Scholarship will be awarded in
Jan. , l!t78 to an ex-offender
enrolled in the UNI Criminal
Justice or U WW programs.
Anyone having achieved 45
semester hours, with an enthusiastic sincere interest is

Newman Center

dtjmaged by fire
At 3 AM Monday morning
Oct. 31 , fire broke out at the
Newman Center located at
5450 N. Kimball. Fr. John
Price Campus Chaplain, and
Michael Brown, Catholic Campus Minister, were in the
building when the fire started,
but both excaped injury. The
fire started frQm electrical
Gauses Qn the second floor. The
second floor is completely fire
damaged, and the first floor is
·water damaged. Extensive
reconstruction will begin s~n.
The following programs will
still be in effect:

1. "To Be or No.t To Be A
Christian," Monday at 7:30
PM in room CC-214. ·
2. Mass in the campus
ministry office, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday at Noon.
3. Jesus in The New Testament, Tuesday at 7:_30 in the
Campus Ministry office.
The anticipated reopening of
the· center will be some time
after the Christmas Holidays.
If anyone has any questions to
ask Fr. Price, he can be
reached at St. Hillary's Parish
at -561-3474.
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Women's Work presents
U.S. and English-language PREMIERE

~
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at GALVIN HALL THEATER
MUNDELEIN COLLEGE
6363 N. Sheridan Road

i(
i(
i(
i(

November25,26&27,1977
December 2, 3, 4, 10 & 11, 1977
Curtains rise at 8:00 p.m.
$4.00 at the door - $3.00 in advance
$2.00 senior citizens and students
English translation completed especially for
this production! This play describes the lives
of six French-Canadian women and their
effort to affirm themselves as women in
contemporary society·.
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A NEW PLAY FROM QUEBEC
directed by Lucina Kathmann
· For information call: ·
"
47-7-2175 or 477-6081

.

*
*
*

eligible to make application to
the Criminal Justice pr9gram.
For the upcoming spring or
summer terms , applications
may be obtained in the classroom buildi~g. Rm. 2102. Pri~r
' ~work:expe~nee iS' llil' ~!~et ,but
not a prerequisite as 12
semester hours of field work is
part of the requirement and
the fac-µlty will help place
students within their areas of
interest (ie. . . Legal Clinics,
placements in counselling pro·
grams, etc... )
_The Criminal Justice Program's main directions are the
development of a CommunityLaw Program and working
with ex-offenders. Ron Glick,
Coordinator of the program,
said that "in January we
(himself and Kingsley Clark,
an instructor in the CR.JU.
dept.) will be teaching courses
to inmates of the Cook County
Jail . . . ", to give them an
opportunity for education, intellectual stimulation and/ or
opportunity · for 'e ducation in
constructive community services . A criminal Justice
Introductory course and a law
course will be offered. The
University Without Walls program has also begun accepting
jail inmates and is providing
advisement to them at the jail.
These are major contributions
by the , Criminal Justice anc!.
UWW programs, as previously
there was no University program in the men's division of
Cook County Jail. Making
educ.ation available to the
incarcerated men of Cook
County will give them an
earlier start on their education,
which they would hopefully
complete uf>bn · their release.
The UWW and Criminal
Justice Programs would be
available to inmates to act as a
referal agency to UNl's or
other Community Programs.
The proposal embodies the
moral issue of ·justice and
human dignity entitled to all,
which ufortunately, is not
always realistically maintained.

,
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doesn't matter ~wliich word yob· ~ aricr Ying," light and darlc: fear
use as long as you get the idea and courage, cold and warmth ,across . Though LeGuin invents many words in her text, female and . male. " (Yin is
she did not want to "mangle light, fear, cold, and female
English by inventing a term while Yang is dark, courage,
for he/ she." She claims _..E_hat war.mth, and male? Objection!)
her "characters seem male Hoagland blames LeGuin's
hecause of their. roles. •~ llow- slip on "her naive reference
theory . . . she is not willing to
ever, Sarah Hoagland says Le be careful and watch'! her
Guin actually uses masculine words.
terms to express ideas, which ·
Prof. Hoagland says that
is why her characters seem
male. For example, ·she uses women have long. been an
son instead of child, brother object and product of patriinstead of sibling. LeGuin was archal description. Men 's un- •
attempting to describe an derstanding of women is based
androgynous being, but her on their "objective" observa·
tion - objectivity being a
collection of perceptions which
metaphor is the male standagree. All their perceptions of
ard ; male cha{actetistics are
women do agree, but unfortunpraised, female characteristics
ately, they mistake their
are not. (Example, a prisoner
limited perspective, and there· .
felt "like a man among women
. , . the others were ·.. .· flabby , fore limited collection of
. features of a course sameness" perceptions, for objectiv!) description. W omal' is held in
' not a flattering description of place by male description;
wqmanly qualities!) Hoagland _. there are assumptions within
says LeGuin makes a big slip langu~ge which trap us (woat the end: the two terms Yin men). "They speak against us
and Yang are compared, but (women), against humanity, ·
LeGuin reverses the tradition- (hqmanity being truly general order and says: " . . . Yin ic). "

~
- .
DA-ALDO
UNISEX HAIR DESIGNING
A $3.00 discount to all.UNI students with
the presentation of this coupon.
Sat. - Wed. 9- 5, Thurs. & Fri. 9- 7
6152 N. Lincoln, Call: 463-6.050
Valid until the end of the winter trimester

48 Courses in The Five Areas of

1

Judaic Studies

~

**
**
**
*
*
*
)lllf"

:

BIBLE, HEBREW LANGUAGE and
·LITERATURE, TALMUD, JEWISH HISTORY
.
and JEWISH THOUGHT
A MAJOR or a MINOR IN JUDAIC STUDIES may be earned
by UN I students ..
."JUDS" courses also fulfill ELECTIVE credit requirements.
MORNING, AFTERNOON and EVENING courses in Judaic
STUDIES are listed in the UNJ-Schedule of c1a·sses.

"'--

l:

*
)lllf"

·······••¥••·······

For information contact Mr. Ely Liebow, Department of English
, or call admissions at Spertus College of Judaica, 922-9012.
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Williams ho·n ors host .families
President Ronald Williams
of Northeastern Illinois University is honoring local
families who were hosts during
the past summer to foreign
. participants in the Council of
International Program for
Youth Leaders and Social
Workers (CIP) exchange program with a reception, 8 p.m.,
November 4, in the Heritage
Room on the campus, Bryn
Mawr at St. Louis Ave.
The Chicago area families

entertained visitors from Austria, Bohrain, Bagladesh, Ger- :
many, Kenya, Malaysia, Neth- ·
erland Antilles, Sweden; and
Tanzania. Students' living in
American homes as part of the
family was an integral part of
the educational exchange program.
After a five-week orientation
program at Northeastern, the
participants engaged in field
work with local agencies of
their particular fields of inter-

est.
CIP is a:n affiliate of- -the
Council of International Programs in Cleveland, Ohio. It is
an organization that provides
opportunities for professional
and cultural exchanges on an
international level among
those engaged in social work,
youth work, social work-related and special education with
the goal of making a contribution toward international understanding.

TKE beer blast next week

The free classes of Motorcycle Rider Education offered
at Northeastern Illinois University are ahnost all completed for 1977. The last class will
be~n ori Tuesday, November 8
and conclude on Saturday,
November 19. Next year's
classes will begin in March
1978.
The classes · are part of a
concerted educational effort to
reduce motorcycle accidents in
Illinois. The motorcycles and
helmets are provided for all
students in this Illinois Department of Transportation
highway safety project.
This year more than 850

students in Cook County were
taught the "Motorcycle Rider
Course" developed by the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation.
Students of all ages and both
sexes have enjoyed learning
· about motorcycle ridingc
In the current class our
oldest student is in her fifties.
The popular class includes
eleven (11) hours of classroom
and eleven ( 11) hours of
on-bike riding instruction. On
-the last day of class several
skill tests are administered
and Secretary of State license
examiners are present to
award licenses to those students who pass the test.

'Charlie Brown' a new
Stageplayers _p roduction

History· will be made Satur- achievements of the chapter
day November 12th at Loyo- this semester.
la's Rambler Room. This date Loyola's TEKE's are city
will mark · the first of many famous for the terrific parties
combined Beer Blasts between _thrown at their house at 6215
the TEKE's of NORTH- Kenmore. President Art Freese
EASTRRN ILLINOIS lJNI- has declared that this beer
VERSITY and LOYOLA UNI- blast will be the wildest ever.
VERSITY. This beer blast The TEKE's at Loyola are
caps a long and friendly continuing to be a power on
association between the two campus.
chapters.
The Beer Blast will ·start at
TAU KAPPA EPSILON is 8:00 p.m. Tickets will be $2.50
the largest fyaternity at North- · -presale and $3.00 at the door.
eastern. It has nµi several Music will be supplied by the
. successful beer blasts and bank EDEN ROCK. All beer
parties this semester and will will be free. The proceeds from
bring to L?yola this experi; the dance will be divided
ence. President, Mike Palazon between the chapter and
of N rtheastern is mainly donated to St. Jude's Hospital
responsible for the ma_ny and their favorite charities.

"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown," the muscial comedy based on the Peanuts
characters will be presented by
the Stageplayers and the
Speech/Performing Arts Departmen t, beginning next
Wednesday, November 9 at
7:30 p.m.
Cast members include David
Jendrycki as Charlie Brown,

< <

CHICAGO

the Village Square next week
or at the door unless the
production is sold out.
"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown" is under ' J_. ',/';:f
e
direction of J~es w .. ¥iam~
shok. The Assistant Director
is Michael Teolis. Durward A.
Redd is the Set and Costume
Designer and Barbara Jo
(B.J.) Ferson is in charge of
lighting.

Patti S. Shore as Lucy, Steve
Fedoruk as Linus, and Bob
Leff as Snoopey. Schroeder is
played by Doug Voegtle and
Patty and Pigpen are played
alternately by Cynthia L.
Zakrzewski and Jan Moran.
Admission is free to UNI
students, $1.25 for other
students 11nd Senior Citizens
and $2.50 for everyone else.
Tickets may be purchased in

HENRY

SALLY

WINKLER

FIELD

t:

GRAND OPENING

GIANT SAVINGS
OCT. 2a - NOV. -5

YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BEA'R
WHITE STAG

• HART

KNEISSL

SMITH

KASTLE

SCOTT

DOLOMITE

ROAN

MUNARI

YAMAHA

BESSER.
LOOK

ELAN

TREZETA

GEZE

BARRCRAFTERS
GARMONT
SASKA
~)
\
~ ~,,, ✓ Steve "THE BEAR" Brown

RENTALS

e

PACKAGES

Sunday 11 - 5

e

EXPERT SJ:RVICE

Dally til 9
274-'1271

PREPARE FOR:

TYPIST
728-8430

MCAT •DAT • LSAT • GMAT
GRE •OCAT • VAT· SAT
NM~ I, 11, lll·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible

l

Program,

&

Hours

'Chere IS• difference!!!
For Information Please Call ,

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, 111. 60645
(312) 764 -5151

10% DISCOUNT
TOAU
UNI STUDENTS .
AND-FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

~-H

MPIAN.

eoucu1ONAlCENTER
TESTPREPARATION .
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. _STARTING SOON:
GRE-LSAT-GMAT-OCAT-CHRISTMAS MCAT
SAT
OT.11ER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Centers In M1ior US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lu1ano, Switzerland

'Finding the one you love . .. is finding yourse,t:

1-11:llC•)l:J
A TURMAN-FOSTER COMPANY PRODUCTION
"HEROES"
Co-starring HARRISON FORD Written by JAMES CARABATSOS
Music by IACK NITZSCHE and RICHARD HAZARD
Directed by JEREMY PAUL KAGAN · Produced by DAVID FOSTER
and LAWRENCE TURMAN
A UN l\ 'ERSAL PICTU RE jPG[PARENTAlGUIDANCESUGGESTEO-@TECHNICOLOR ® \OM! .lilll!l!IAI MORIOI Ill ~IAfllf IQll?l!l ll! l'IAGUtS
lor1g1nal sound !rack available exclusively on MCA Records & Tapes ! c ' 9 '· u,.,,,, RS"L c,i v Sruo,os •111c

~i't411ZT~• TC•)l)l~Y
""4TER TOWER 4

CHICAGO-Noa, No,th 649-5790 ·

MERCURY

Elmwood Pa,k 435-45i5

FORD CITY 3

CHICAGO-Southwest 582-1838

ORLANDSQUUE3
O.land Park 349-6000

GOLFMILL2
Niles 296-4500 ,

YORKTOWN3
Lomba,d 495-0010
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a section ol entertainment

Dream lecture attracts
large crowd

dear
deardra
do i do?
Dear Deardra,
Signed,
T ere is this one guy in
Puzzled
se\refal of my classes; I've
s~i i ~ watching me but yet Dear Puzzled,
Your best bet is to make the
he0 '6 asn ' t app·roached me.
Sometimes it looks like he first move. Try asking him
wants to talk to me but · about an assignment in one of
instead withdraws. I don't the class~s you have with him.
want to seem forward by Act like you don't understand
making the first move. What and let nature take its·course.

Policies the only difference
in area book market
by Ross Helland
',Ti_s a pity that almost all
our schoolbooks must be
purchased at the beginning of
the trimester. So many details
ate infiltrating our heads at
that time that cautiously
deciding where and how to buy
our books loses status in the
hierarchy of constructive
chores to be done before
classes begin.
Now that the torrent of
those days is well behind us,
the turbulent winds of registration having died down to a
pleasant gale of post:midterm
stability , and the desolate
bookstores quietly planning
their winter Trimester attack,

perhaps a few dollars can be
saved in January by stashing .
a few facts into the ad hoc
departments of our t;,rains
today. That is, of course, if
you have a few seconds,
For the most part; both
UNl's Book Nook and Beck's
Book Store on Bryn Mawr are
legitimate, reasonable, and ·
liberal in their policy and
practice of dealing books. It
can safely be said, however,
that depending on one's individual needs and preferences,
one store could suit better
than the other.
Both stores charge the
publisher's suggested ·1ist price
for new books and 70% of that
for used books. " I get every

picture poll
by Cindy Raaerty

Due in part to a local radio
announcement, 125 interested
people filled up CQ217 on Oct.
20 to hear a dream lecture,
sponsored by the Psychology
Club, enthusiastically presented by Dr. Rosaland Diamond
Cartwright, Professor of Psychology at the University of
Illinois, Chicago Circle. The
realm of dreams has been a
widely pursued area of the
psychological research since
1955. The incidence of dream
• like mentation, Rapid Eye
·Movement, (REM) has remained a stable mean across
all studies over a ten year,
period. Dreams are , both
; regular and highly frequent in
: occurance. The possibility tht
, self-enrichment could be real•ized by man through the
' '_'capture" of this untaped,
: natural resource was present-

ed. According to Dr. Cart·
wright, the importance of
dreams lie in its use as an
indicator of man's affective
and public selves. She pro·
posed the use of the sleep lab a
a tool to acquire the skill
training which would be a
technique to train people for
psychotherapy. The skill in:
volves dream awareness on the
part of clients, helping them
take responsibility for volunteering information about their
affective lives to the therapist.
Through ·a series of slides she
presented a picture of the
equipment and procedure employed in the sleep lab and the
method, procedure and results
of her 4 year study on dream
retrieval. She em,ployed 48
subjects who wer potential
drop-outs clients who

participated in clinical counseling and dropped out before the
4th hour. Sixteen subjects wer
assigned to a group for a REM
awakening condition, 16 to a
group for a non-REM condition and 16 to a' group acting
as u control. They were tested
over a two week period,
Mon-Thurs. e·v enings . For
both experimental groups no
awakening was done for the
first two days in order to
establish subjects ability to
remember dreams. On the next
four ~ays subjects were awakened during all periods. The
last two days no awakening
was done. The control group
was given no preparation.
Using drop out rates in
relation to staying in experiment, more non-REM subjects
dropped out of the study.

cosmetics, posters, records,
used book I can, from 50% ·of the selling price will be
tapes, candy, clothing, and
everywhere I can get them, refunded. · 30% is deducted
bestselling paperbacks are all
whether they be from buy- from the refund if the book's- sold at the Nook.
backs , wholesale places , or condition is anything less than
However, Book Nook suffers
other college bookstores," says perfect . So don't even bother
from inefficient stock personBook Nook manager Vern to write your name in the book
nel. Too often students must
'Hendricks. · However, accord- until you 've decided you want
find their books in the wrong
ing to Beck's manager Mike it for keeps.
subject area. To be sure,
Keenan, used books are not
Buybacks are another story.
Beck's books are meticulously
always worth the discount. " If Though each store pays the
organized in readily recogniza student's major is related to standard 50% of the current
able ways. Beck's carries a
the book 's subject, if he 'list price for a book, only Book . healthy supply of UNI texts
intends to keep that book for a Nook buys books that will not
and is more likely, on the
matter of years, I'd suggest he be used for a class " the
whole, to carry any . one
buy a new book. "
following trimester. Usually, in
particular book.
Both stores accept checks these cases, the wholesale price
Neither store is appropriate· from customers who show is offered. Book Nook also
ly responsive to the customer
proper identification. A stu- buys books originally bought in search of a book and in need
dent ID , a driver's license, or a at the other bookstores. Vern of assistance. At Beck's, you'll
draft card will suffice. For Hendricks calls . this '' good almost always be imposingly
credit cards no such further business practice ", since it asked what you 're looking for
identification is required at increases the store's supply of whether you need ;ssistance or
Book Nook, which approves used books and often cuts not. Nook personnel, . on the
both BankAmericard and Mas- shipping charges. Beck's re- other hand, are silent because
ter Charge. Beck's does not jects Hendric~s· policy.
they lack the knowledge of the
approve any credit cards.
Unlike Beck's, Book Nook is bookstore. Chances · are good
The refund policies are not exclusively a book store. that if you ask one of them to
exactly alike in both stores. It serves many important UNI look for a book which you
Each unconditionally requires interdepartmental functions , cannot find yourself, he will
a receipt. For a full refund, the such as running .dittos for reply, "Go check at Beck's", a
customer must return the book ,professors and engraving bul- transparent euphemism for
within two weeks after the letin board signs for Univer- "My guess is as good as
purchase date ; otherwise, only sity organizations. ,lewelry, yours.''
0

what celebrity wo~ld you most like to meet?

,.~~-

'\\\tTA ;f/
Arthur Arvanites
J unior:Chemistry
Don Rickles - So I could
throw some of his lines back
at him.

Frances Carson
FreshmanAl Pacino - He's very handsome and I would like to
know what he's like as a·
person.

Dean Alexander
Junior-Economics
Donald Sutherland - Because
we are alike in the way we
talk.

Vera McFadden
Sophomore-Business Administration
Barry Gibbs of the Bee Gee's
- Because I'm so fascinated
with him., He, sjngs ,all my
favorite songs.

Dick Quagliano
Junior-Business
Frank Sinatra - Because he
has a lot Qf class.

J
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by Dan Pearson
"My characters on television
are twenty five inches high,
the characters in the movies
are feet high. It takes a whole
different energy to fill that
space."
Henry Winkler , although
only 5'6½" in height, can fill
t hat space. As he speaks he
fills the room with the kind of
energy that reflects a nervous
tirelessness. He admits to
being tired. This particu lar
day he has appeared on two
television talk shows, a radio
show, two individual newspaper and several tele,phone
'interviews. Now he is engaged
in a group session of questions
and answers with reporters in
a meeting room in t he
Continental Plaza.
He is there to talk about
himself and his new movie,
HEROES. In it he plays _a
Vietnam vet who has trouble
readjusting to society. HERoes is a comedy with bite. It
softens up the audience with
its screwball antics and little
by little lowers the boom.
"You have to blow them away
to get them to understand," is
Winkler's conviction.
He knows he's a big draw on
television. "The statistics are
there. I don't know anything
about how I will be accepted in
film yet."
·
This is Henry Winkler 's
third theatrical film. The first
two were made before the
success of "Happy Days" and
the rise of Arthur " Fonzie"
Fonzarelli. In both pictures he
had small roles . THE LORDS
OF FLATBUSH was a fair
nastlilgia piece about growing
up in a lea t her jacket in
Brooklyn. CRAZY JOE , his
second feature, starred Peter
Boyle as a New York hoodlum.
Winkler drove his car in a
couple of scenes.
HEROES is Winkler's first
starring role in a theatrical
movie. A second film that will

be released in the early part of
next year is a so a comedy, but
just a corned) . Winkler plays
Gorgeous Gee rge the Wrestler
in THE ONE, THE ONLY
which is being directed by Carl
Reiner. He did HEROES !ind
THE ONE , THE ONLY _back
to back with only four days in
between. "It's very hard for
me to relax."
HEROES is the fullfillment
of a twenty five year dream for
Henry Winkler. Other dreams
include having an affair with a
showgirl in Las Vegas. "Every
New York boy t hinks of how
what showgirls in Las Vegas
do with alka seltzer. " He also
hopes to appear in a successful
Broadway show. He appeared
in a Broadway play that
opened and closea in one
night.
..
This film could allow Henry
Winkler the actor to emerge as
a separate entity from his
television success. Very few
popular television stars have
made a successful transfer to
the screen. His co-star, Sally
Field, is one who looks like she
has made the break successfully.
The girl who was known for
the parts of Gidget, the Flying
Nun and . The Girl with
Something Extra stopped with
the ingenue parts and went
with projects like ST A Y
HUNGRY,
SYBIL, andthough less seripus, SMOKEY
AND THE BANDIT. In
HEROES she becomes entangled with the crazy dream and
the unpredictable life of Winkler' s character, Jack Dunn.
She proves herself again to be
a strong performer arid a
perfect foil for the outlandish
behavior of Jack Dunn who is
on his way to California to
start a worm farm.
Winkler bases the character
on a crew member he met
while working on " Happy
Days." "This guy eight years

after he had been discharged
would become furious with his
girlfriend whenever they were
walking in the woods or on a
picnic because she was making
too much ·noise. They'll hear .
you he would tell her. The man
was perfectly serious."
As to the cl:iaracter that
made him a household word,
he doesn 't find the Fonz to be
a sidetrack to being a serious
actor. "I'm very proud of him.
I do him with all my heart and
soul. I've just about taken him
to every corner of his little
soul. There 's not much else I
can do in the structure of that
half an hour piece of fluff on
network TV."
Winkler finds he is driven
and obsessed with creating the
perfect character. He wants to
line up his imagination and his
ability so t hat what he
imagines he can do exactly.
What he would re.~lly like to
do is get his energy together,
On his way to start a worm farm with some former war buddies,
so when his is projected on the
Jack [Henry Winkler] meets up with Carol [Sally Field], who has
screen it splits right in half.
troubles of her own.
That is one of the goals of
Henry Winkler. Another is but its message is often set with child and . certainly not
wanting to grow. Both may aside for the humorous situaone where he was involved. He
seem impossible at · the first
vowes revenge. ·
tions. WHICH WAY IS . UP?
glance, but Henry Winkler is features nichard Pryor in three
The familiar Italian virtues
· one person not be taken roles as a father, his son and
of honor and manhood are
lightly.
the local spiritual community
retold in a Southern California
· " If you run away from your
leader.
setting where Pryor, who I had
fans, they'll chase you. If you
never thought of before as a
What is surprising about
walk right into your fans
. black Giancarlo Giannini, sufthis
·
film
is
the
11ource
·of
its
they'll go 'Oh my God, he's
fers through similar troubles
right here.' " Henry Winkler material. WHICH WAY IS
UP? is a black remake of Lina and indigniti~s . The Comdoesn't just walk up to his
munist party of the original is
Wertmuller's THE SEDUCfans, he charges them.
TION OF MIMI. The Italian easily transposed into the
HEROES is not a passive
artfilm translates extraordi- Farmworkers Coalition. The
piece of motion picturemaking.
narily well into a marvelously local Italian Mafia is now a
Like its star, it challenges its
sinister signet ring organizafunny Pryor vehicle.
audiences. It involves them
We''see-~tfie story of a man tion of the power structure.
~th · sometin~i'-that has b~n
who is forced to leave his
WHICH WAY IS UP? is
generally filed away in our
family and home and flee to
directed by Michael -Schultz
minds. HEROES rips the scab
the city to find himself who also directed Pryor's last
off an almost healed wound for
involved with a beautiful
film , GREASED LIGHTits own good. It needed the
political activist. Later he
NING . It is definitely a crowd
airing.
returns home with this woman
pleasing picture, fast moving,
Another film also opens
and their child to find that in
and ribaldly hilarious. Pryor is
today with a social-political
his absence the man's wife is
once again first rate. •
context. This too is a comedy

•9e v. ·,
{f,j)

., £
Pursued by doctors, guards; !llld. cops, Jack (Henry Winkler] makes a mad dash through the
streets - and over cars · - of New York.

A terrified Leroy [Richard Pryor] collapses after narrowly
escaping an assassin's bullet.
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conference
by John Stepal
Northeastern ended Milton'~
two-year domination of the
Illini-Badger Conference by
edging the Wildcats last
Saturday, 24-23. The triumph
gave the Golden Eagles undisputed possession of first place
with a flawless 4-0 mark.
The victory did not come
easy for UNI. Milton led
- throughout much of the game,
and ,did n~t relinquish their
lead until Bob Perlowski's five·
yard touchdown keeper with
· 7:48 remaining. Northeastern's
24-21 lead was still in doubt,
however, and when Bob Falk
ran from punt formation into
' his own end zone for a
deliberate safety, the Eagles '
margin was narrowed to a
single point _with 58 seconds
left to play. However, Dan
Cocco's interception assured
the . Eagles of · their first
conference championship.
UNI had to come from
behind twice, as they tied the
score on Falk's 38 yd. TD run
after Milton had drawn first
blood on a nine yard scoring
pass. The 8-8 deadlock did not
last long, however, as Milton
added ten more points in the
second quarter to take an 18-8
halftime bulge. An interesting
sidelight is that Milton -didn't
go for the two-point conversion
on their second touchdown,
and likewise took the three
points when a field . goal
situation developed instead of
trying for sjx. UNI, meanwhile, was successful_ on all
three of their two point
conversion attempts on passes

fro~ Perlowski to receiver Bob
Gloppe.
On!!e again the Eagles
battled back, as Perlowski .
engineired a beautiful 16 play,
78 yard drive which culminated in Falk's four yard
touchdown run.
touchdown run. Following a 1
Milton field goal, UNI drove
69 yards for their go-ahead
touchdown.
Perlowski, Falk, and Gloppe
all enjoyed great games, as
Northeastern's senior quarter-back completed l4 of 24 passes
- for 128 yards. -Falk, , meanwhile, ran for 106 yards on· 24
carries to boost his total to 886
yards for the year. Bob also
leads the district in scoring
with fifty points. Gloppe had
his best game of t_h e year,
catching seven aenals good for .
56 yards.
The defense was also instrumental in the victory. Cocco
was one of four Eagles to pick
off Wildcat passes, as Ed
Miklasz, Mike Donatucci, and
Jim Laduzinski also came up
with interceptions. Northeastern's rushing defense was
exceptional also, as it limited
Milton to ·97 yards on 28
carries for a 3.5 average.
Head Coach Dan Lanno had•
this to say about the win: "I
don't know if this victory is
vital to the program's existence, but if it is; I hope this is
a determining factor." Laimo's
goal of winning the conference
was fulfilled with this victory.
The 5-3 Eagles must win their
last two games against Cental
State of Ohio and Illinois
Benedictine in order to attain
Lanno's other goal, a winning
(7-3) season.
It would be a great way. to
end a great season.
·

Harriers close
rough season -today
by Hector Carabez
Northeastern's cross country season comes to a close
today with the conference meet
in Elmhurst . The Golden
Eagles are not expected to be
contenders for the title because
of strong opponents such as
Circle, Lewis, St. Xavier, and
IIT. Nevertheless, our harriers
will be out to do their best.
On October 22, UNI tra. veiled to Elgin to participate
in the Judson Invitational.
Traditionally a great meet ,
this year's race was a real
farce. Not only was the meet
run v ery poorly , bu t th e
outlined course was best suited
for an E nglish . steeplechase.
Running over bridges, thro ugh
one-lane forests, parking iots,
a n d soccer field s doe s no t
make for a n idea l cross
country course. To top it off,
several runners, many of t h!)m
from host Judson, cu t the
course and were not disquali-

fied .
,, Still, the conditions were
equal for everyone, and the
Eagles managed an eighth
place finish in the eleven
school race. Pacing Northeaste~ for the first time this year
was senior Chris Daniele, who
ran his best five-mile race ever.
He placed 32nd with a
respectable time of 30:25 .
Rounding out.., our order of
finish were . Hector Carabez,
Ron Schabinger, Sixto Linares, Don Kleban, and Andy
Freeman , and Cathy Reich.
The District meet was held
last week in Glen Ellyn and,
despite our second-to-last place
fi nish, the team ran bet ter
t han they had in previous
meets. One of the m ost
improved was Linares, who
was 63rd but fi nished 33 :29.
The Eagles ' top two /fi nishers
were Carabez in 53rd place
(3 1:07) and Daniel in 58th
(31:5 7).
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by John Stepal
Last week I started practicing with the JV team, kind of
like George Plimpton. I _admit
that it's not a valid comparison, since he plays with
professionals and I'm practici~ with college athletes, but I
do think there is a similarity,
however small it may seem:

The JV team has two
advantages over me. They're
in shape, going through Gary
Briars' conditioning program,
and they're_also a little more
talented than I am. Outside of
these two minor details, I
should be able to hold my own.
(Ha, Ha)
This little epic of · mine is
going to be written in diary
form so I can voice my
opinions/comments/gripes/
what-have-you on a daily
basis.

'"sanitarium course," a distance
of about two miles. I'm pretty
certain that I had never run
two miles before, and _frankly,
I really don't give a damn if I
ever do it again. I made it,
although I did stop a few
times in order to catch my
breath. When I . finally got in
· Gary asked me if I was ok. I
told him I felt fine, but, after
thinking about the situation a
little, I'm convinced either of
_ these would have been a better
reply:

i . Except for the fact that it
feels like Alan Page is lying on
one of ~Y legs and Joe Greene
the other, I feel great, Gary.
2. I feel like Warren Beatty
did at the end of "Bonnie and
Clyde."

I didn't fare too badly in the
next drill,_ which was an
·offensiverand defensive moveOh yeah, one more thing: no ment exercise. However, I
matter what is said about quickly proved my ineptness
Gary Briai"s in the next couple · during the layup drill, in ~hich
of weeks, he's still my friend
the. guards and forwards were
(hopefully).
matched against each other.

MONDAY
On my first day of scheduled
practice, I decided not to show
up. The reason for my being
A_W OL is that I'm just getting
over a cold, and I'd rather
miss one day of practice than a
week. Besides, if I know Gary,
he's probably saved· some
windsprints or some other
desirable exercise for me to do
when I start.

TUESDAY
Today I ran a mile . for
practice to find out exactly
how out of shape I was.
Needless to say, it didn't take
me long to learn the answer to
my stupid question.

The junior varsity scrimmaged a team from Wells Park
today and "coach" Briars
asked me if I'd referee. At first
I really had no idea of what I
was doing, but I think I did
better as the game went on.
One of the guys on our team,
Steve Jones, came up to me
and told me I did a nice job. Of
course, one of the opponents
wasn't too crazy about _some of
my calls. Oh well , can't please
everybody.

until the last two guts that I
started to feel ·my oats. On -the
other side of the coin, however,
. I only got into the scrimmage
for three minutes. With a
running clock, it seemed like
thirty seconds.
I now see why Gary makes
us practice laps. I think I
missed four today. From
Briars' attitude, I get the
impression that he thinks
we're only clowning around
and trying to "look good."
Hell, I'm just trying to make
'em!

FRIDAY
From the team's reaction, I
'think that Friday is a hard day
for them to concentrate on
basketball, what · with the
weekend just ahead. I know it
was for me. I messed up two
easy drills because I wasn't
thinking.

Robert Ripley, are you
listening? I missed nine - - laps at practice today. NINE!
It got to the point where
Briars actually had to show me
The object is to be the first · what I was doing wrong. Just
one of those days, I guess.
team to make twenty layups.
Wouldn't you know it, I blew
my first layup! 'Fhe guards
I'm beginning to enjoy some
won this contest, which figthings about practice, though.
ured since I was on the
For example, Gary always has
forwards' side. Draw your own
us run a mile at the start of
conclusions.
practice. ~oday I beat everyone on the team, some guys by
as much as a quarter mile, and
We then had to run a thing while I realize some guys are
called "guts." It's not a• card doing barely more than walkgame but a sprint to the ing, I'm .at the point where
quarter mark, back to the line, anything I do even halfway
then to the halfway point, decent is cause for celebration.
back, and so forth. We had to
do four of these, and I thought
Didn't even get in the
I was going to collapse during
scrimmage
today. I was sitting
the last two. It was at this
down
for
so
long I got a cramp
point · that I began (silently)
and walked it off while the rest
cursing out Gary Briars.
of the team was running guts.
I didn't even realize I had a
I cussed him out for making cramp until l hobbled down
me run two miles, I cussed him the floor during a sprint.
out for the feeling_in the back
of my legs, I cussed him out
Serveral guys have asked
for making me run "guts", and
I even cussed him out for me why I'm working out with
winning Jim Doerr's football them. I haven 't told anyone
that I'm writing a story for the
pool the previous week.
PRINT except Gary, but
whenever they ask I tell them
Make no mistake about it,
they 'l! find out today . . N;ow
Gary Briars came in for a lot
they know.
of abuse today, at least in my
own i'.nind!
·

MONDAY
Besides, I don't know why
he ~ as complaining; his team
won.

WEDNESDAY
Before I joined t he team ,
Briars told me he had t wo
n ickn a mes as coa ch; ~illy
Martin and Czar.
Today I learned why.
Because it was such a nice
d ay out sid e , m y pal Ga r y
decided to have us run the

THURSDAY
Even though Gary claims
I'm slow, (he's right) I can tell
already that I'm getting used
to this conditioning. And I 'm
not sure if the rest of t he team
IS in better shape t han me.
Unfort una tely, 'm more convinced t han ever that, talentwise, I just can 't compete.

An exampl e of thjs occured
today ,as I ra n t he mile and the
sprints well. and it wasn 't

Okay, so I missed practice
today. It wasn 't that I wanted
to cut practice, j_ust that I was
talked out of going by a couple
of friends. Of course, it wasn't
too hard to talk me out of it ; it
took them about three second s.
If nothing else, this should
show Gary that he can' t leave
me out of a scrimmage without
facing the consequences!
(end of part one)
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HARPO'S
TO
SISTER
I agree with you completely.
Signed, Yet Another "GROUCHO"
ANOTHER DAY GOES BY,
KEVIN Gettin In Trouble
AND A WHOLE YEAR HAS
PASSED. ANOTHER YEAR
J.J.D.
GOEs '_ay, AND YOUR WHOLE
• r "Nobody does it better ... why
did -you have - be so good?"
LIFE HAS PA$SED. _HAVE A.
L. NICE BIRTHDAY.

to.

lor sale

FOR SALE: 1973 Honda 350cc
$450.00/offer 878-9213 561-1560
334-6771

FOR SALE - 1973 MAZDA
1967 Chevrolet
RX-3 AM/FM IMMAC. INTERBiscayne (283 engine). Good IOR EXCELLENT RUNNING
condition. New brakes, shocks, _ VERY CLEAN CAR 1595.00
muffler and tires. Warranties on {offer) GREGG 677-2431
all. Snow tires included. As is
$300. Call 583-5921 anytime after 4
pm.

FOR

SALE:

.Jobs

FOR SALE : _ 1971

Plymouth
Cricket. Four door, power brakes,
new transmission, GOOD GAS
MILEAGE AND RUNS WELL!
$700 CONTACT S 262-0915.
FOR SALE:

MBG Roadster, White, Convertible Car in Good Condition $1600
or offer Call 248-4507
FOR SALE : 1974 Pontiac LeMans

ps, pb, ac, AM-FM cassette,
Ralleye wheels, radials, accent
stripe, very good condition, low
miles. $2900 or offer. Call 775-3288
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: Rambler 1963, Only
65,000 miles. Run:; Great. Best
Offer. 272-7283.

-------

i______ _

JOBS FOR PSYCH. STUDENTS

The Careers in Psychology
Office has an up-to-date listing of
jobs in S-313D.

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
MAJORS:

Need help in Finite Math,
Economic Statistics, Operations
Management? Tutoring available.
Call Laurie at 274-9462.

GRIZZLY

lor rent

HOOTS is turning gay, hurrah,
hurrah!!

SUBLET 2½ RM APT. FOSTER/
KEDZIE . INCLUDING HEAT &
LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
$150.00 KATHI 583-3744/5394769

Dear Court Jester:
Do this, and · more! DOO-YEA!
AAAH! I'm Falling! And in the
words of the Japanese pilot flying
over Pearl Harbor: BONGS
AWAY!!!
Cathy

---------------

personals

.

Dear R.,

SHYLO & other gays at UNI:

I am so glad that you are here
- it helps me to realize how
beautiful my world really is!
Please stay the wonderful person
that you are now - that's the way
I like you!!!!!!!!!
Love,
Little Mouse

I've been here a while, and have
come to the conclusion that ther
is no "bandwagon" at UNI. Sure,
there are gays here, and I know a
few of them and made eye contact
with others in the halls and
classes, but since this is a
commuter_ school, little time is
available for rendezvous. We ARE
here, ·tho! Try the bars and discos.

Nick
You ain't got no "J"

- Richard

Heidette
Attention!

My spider wishes to thank
everyone who made Saturday's
party neat-o and yummy in the
tummy.
Miss Muffit
Kevin Mc is the absolute best!!!!
Monk Power!!!!
To Steve McQueen:

Remember you have overcome
this problem before, in fact worse
ones, keep the faith you will resign
again.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -,- ~·"
JOE

Disco-Lew
TO THE FOOTBALL'TEAM,

Hello Richard Michael!!!

Congratulations Mrs. G._ There
comes a time in one's life when
they must learn of a child's needs
{that mean§_ start knittin' them
booties)

GREAT GAME SATURDAY.
CONGRATULATIONS.
YOURt'HOTOGRAPHER

PRIVATE TUTORING -

Crosbies:

CERTIFIED ENGLISH
TEACHER AVAILABLE FOR
TUTORING IN LITERATURE,

Does your wife really get up at G.I.S.P.
6:00 a.m. every morning to feed
Haven't seen you around lately.
you KOO-KOO 's.
Been busy, huh?
L.

THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY IS HAVING A DRAWING
FOR A NEET PAIR OF $65.00
PACK BOOTS THIS FRI. I
GOTTA BUY A TICKET.
CHRIS
To Mona K:

I still don't know how you ·ever
became mixed up with a bunch of
crazies like us, but I am not
complaining! Therefore ·the Head
Crazy wishes you a very special
and happy birthday this week!!!
fjp
Crosbies:

Does your wife really get up at
6:00 a.m. every morning to feed
you KOO-KOO 'S!!!
Bird:

Beautiful feather on your lady
bird good luck in your future nest.
SUNSHINE GIRL:
LOST

Love,
TIGER PANTS
TIGER PANTS

To Mike H.
Not to dwell on the subject, bu
I'd like to take this opportunity to
thank you again for that Tuesday
night. For me it was a beautiful
experience with a beautiful person.
I love you very much. PEACE!!!
..

· honest and sincere

Good Luck Lou:
You were the best mineralogy
and petrology lab teach I' ever had.
I know you know·and will do good,
now what about the Oka complex?
Ann

Ex Ticket Girl:
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee sunlight!!!!
Ex Teller B44

Kevin: alias ftappy ears

· you had a very delicious party
aided by Miss Moppet's assistance
Raggedy Ann

"GISP''
Last weekend was really an ·
experience for both of us I hope we
can do it again soo. I never
thought biaexuality could be so
wonderful!!!
CLOSE FRIEND
To Dope E. Dora
To become a Fargonian you must:
a) Sing the praises of our King
b)Promote and participate in
looney situations
· c)Float in space
d) Speak one other language
besides Hungarian
e) and fool around with the Court
Jester.
·
The Court Jester

---·

--------------SUNSHINE GIRL:

MOVIES ON SUNDAY WITH
ME?!!!!! I'll GIVE YOU A
HINT, IT WASN 'T YOU!!!!!!!!!!
Your Pledge Mom,

Have a cigar?
WVE,

:.L'!..:.1i.'.i..:.. FL •oy ( f

~iG~t~is

---------------

Brigitte,
THANK YOU FOR.COMING
WITH US ON SUNDAY!!!!!!
YOUR COMPANY WAS MUCH
NEEDED!!! I WISH THE
OTHERS KNEW WHAT FUN
THEY WERE MISSING.
GUESS WHO
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Andr;a,·

1,,~., Jl ~-·,o :J 'i b,11-f~ne

:._ ~" (~· -~~,;

r-·

i•""'

•,i,.

I 've changed my mind. I like
you somewhat. May 1. Only
kidding.
i love you

--------------To the ever-popular King of
Fargonia ' I am interested in detente with
your fair community. If you can't
send pamphlets, how about a
personal? Looking forward to it.
'Till we meet again Harpo, Lord High
Ruler of Closbigh Kingdom

- .-------------

TO Andrea's friend DONNA
Thar!llt you for coming with
us.
ANDREA,
Jeanne
CONGRADULATIONS ON
BECOMING AN OFFICIAL
To the Pledges of L.s.A.
P.I.T.
Andrea's birthday is June 11.
Jeanne
Her middle name is STAR. Her
bird's name is Sidney. Her cat's EVEN STEPHEN:
name is ORT. Her big sister's
Still interested in that particular
name is Gail Passantino. Her most part of your anatomy ... Think of a
important date is May 1. This is
time a~d pla~.
my ·present to you.
·
-The Little Artist
Your Pledge Mom,
Jeanne SHYW:

---------------

To the Pledges of L.S.a.,
Who wore teh gorilla suit last
year? Who broke two windows?
What is the color of the sorority
carnation? Who is the nicest
sister? Who was the president in
1974? WHO WENT ' TO THE

I submitted a personal telling
of the gay blue jeans day, but it
wasn't · PRINTed. I don't know
why!!! It was cancelled the day
before anyway.
-Richard
(Could it be that tp.e PRINT (ltaff
is antigay?)

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING RINGS : Up to 50% dis coun t to students, faculty , & staff . Example , ¼ ct. $95, ½ ct.
$275, 1 ct. $795, by buying direct from leading diamond im porter .· For color cat alog send $1 to SMA Diamond Importers ,
Inc. , Bo x 42, Fanwood , N .J . 07023 (indicate name of school) or
call (212) 682-3390for location of showroom nearest you.

,

!

couii" coMroSEi;-- - - -

You must remember that all
nobility of Fargonia must be
addresses as your Highness. Don't
let it happen again.
P.S. Pasta who?
King Of The World

--------------- ------- _-------

---------------

PRINT

There are gays at UNI. I know a
KeVU1,
·
few
of
them.
I
wouldn't
exactly
Now
that our tenrus
· days are
ll ·
.
ca. it a 4()mmuruty, with this over for the season,. can you think
bemg a CQID
_·"m .terAri
, · . .. i. '
.
. SCAQ9l
• ~ ·w
.· e ·.;.. ·of,.·•'"· ,,...r
OJ,I•~ •·
xtra
ARE here, t1io, so heterosexists
curricular activities to keep us -in
~ware. ~erh_aps we need a club.
shape this winter? I hope it's
m GA Yme_ 1f you are! WHO was
something interesting, and only
1t th~t sa}d that peo~le are
the best for a toasty person like
returning to God by leaving the
me.
churches? I think it was Lenny
___________ _
Bruce but I'm not sure. Please
COURT ASTROLOGER:
inform me.
Lavendar Ballarinas
"
- Richard
King Of The World
' d

, :rl_..,-

·s~;ce

To' flt~ HIG'H"ii' ~ Lhi&
Crash toke toke toke Sniff:
Please take 10 BH.
Court Jester

.

---- ·---------

DOPEY DORA:
To become a F~gonian you
must:
a) Make your appeal at courtside
b) Prove yourself worthy of the
honor
c) Several Butcher Aprons
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d) none of the above
P .S. Stay away from the Court
i,.

Jong Of The World

Frampton:
You're a ·special friend with
"Artistic Talent". Eres un gran
musico.
- Kathy & Lynette
Raymie:
The soft lines, My sun Ray, the
rainbow of my life The blanket of
your smile. So so much you mean
to me and not enough words to
describe it. LOVING YOU is
many things all in one little world
of mine.
LOVE,
BOOGIE-PIE [tu amor)

---== -

,------------------~-,
,; tJl,ti
. ~r. .,_ 1-'\·ap
~' ~~~ _
ii-~ '

I,
·1

~~

~,~ rv. -~

)~.~

r!J _

• •

!·.

l _, J -

1.

~l ~j°'

1J .

~

-· = -

- -

J'!l l f

Ji ,(hn\ ~1f /4 ~~ ~
~ -!J_~ J r:>Ji'-··1

t.J

NewHours:9:30amto7:30pm

I

---~--------------------

"

]

RT~sNew
Route 89.
::~;f~~The snap
- --course to your
..... ,.courses at
'·Northeastern.
•l

.

l•

Here's how,to make it in time
for Psych and Bio wh ile you
even study enroute . Just pick
up our new RTA bus route 89,
w hich provides service
between Northeastern U. and
Evanston via Lincolnwood and
Skokie . To get to school just
catch the bus along Crawford/
Pulaski or C,hurch Street. We 'll
take you right to the campus
on Bryn Mawr.
Of course, an impor.tant
factor that makes our way so
intell igent is the cost: only SO
cents . For another 10 cents you .
can buy a Transfer good for
RTA connecti ng routes as well
as CTA services.
If you'd like to fu rther your
transportation ed ucation, get a ~
map and timetable from the
~
Information Center.

I get around.

'°
·

:·

·. ·•

.

Regional
°ft'ansportation
Authority

II

I
Submarine Sandwiches
I . Delicious
Homemade Chili - Ice Cream
I
Homemade Soups
I
(Lentil , Chicken Noodle , Potato ,
I
Tomato ,' Mushroom Noodle)
I ALSO ... Vegetarian 's Delights
I Moe; Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted)
I
MMMMMMMMMMMMM Good!
■----------i
penny wise& pound Coolish I

•.
•

-~ - -

I
I
.-----------·
I
I i'f'f I f ( ·f ~. f 1(1
I
I
L.:..L.:..L.:..V' L.:..
THIS WEEK ONL y
I
I
I FREE YOUGART CONE I
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
I
I
SANDWICH, RASBERRY,
I
I . STRAWBERRY, LEMON

3336 West Bryn Mawr - 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 11 am-2 pm

The slnart way to go to school.
-

-- -

'

--
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When--y ou put it all together,
what do you get?
·N umber One in the.conference! •' •'

Line gave enough time to grow a tree!

i yards and a headache!

See what vicious tacklers we are?

Johnson keeps the drive alive.

Gloppe makes it look easy.

We're numl>er ONEIi

